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ABSTRACT
The public discussion on artificial intelligence for public health often revolves around future applications like drug
discovery or personalized medicine. But already deployed artificial intelligence for content recommendation,
especially on social networks, arguably plays a far greater role. After all, such algorithms are used on a daily
basis by billions of users worldwide. In this paper, we argue that, left unchecked, this enormous influence of
recommendation algorithms poses serious risks for public health, e.g., in terms of misinformation and mental
health. But more importantly, we argue that this enormous influence also yields a fabulous opportunity to provide
quality information and to encourage healthier habits at scale. We also discuss the philosophical, technical and
socio-economical challenges to seize this immense opportunity, and sketch the outlines of potential solutions. In
particular, we argue that it would be extremely helpful if public and private institutions could publicly take a stand, as
this may then generate the necessary social, economical and political pressure to massively invest in the research,
development and deployment of the potential solutions.
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Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) promises major advances in
medicine and public health, from advancing our knowl-
edge of molecular biology (Senior et al., 2020; Gupta et al.,
2020) to monitoring the progress of large-scale pandemics
(Cavlo et al., 2020); from treatment development (Ong et
al., 2020) to scalable diagnosis instruments (Rajpurkar et
al., 2017). However, such developments also raise ethical
concerns, especially in terms of software security, privacy
and misuse (Fernández-Alemán et al., 2013). Moreover,
one may argue that this line of work has been somewhat
under-delivering, at least in contrast to the massive in-
vestments and hype that accompany the “AI and health”
slogans (Shortliffe, 2019).

On the other hand, AI algorithms have been widely
deployed on highly influential large scale platforms such
as Facebook, YouTube or Twitter. The website Statista
(Clement, 2020) reports that, in 2019, “the average daily

social media usage of internet users worldwide amounted
to 144 minutes per day”. Moreover, what social media
users are exposed to seems to be extremely dependent
on the AI algorithms that the big tech companies use
for content recommendation. YouTube Chief Product
Officer1 Neal Mohan reported that 70% of YouTube views
result from algorithmic recommendation, as opposed to
user’s search, user’s subscription feeds or external links
(Solsman, 2018).

The algorithms designed to provide such recommen-
dations are called recommendation algorithms. Recom-
mendation algorithms typically survey the content pub-
lished on their platforms and the activity of the platforms’
users to organize users’ news feeds, and to suggest new
content, accounts and groups to consume, follow and
join. Critically, such algorithms are customized. They pro-
vide tailored recommendations to different users, which

1 As of January 2018, when the interview in the references was conducted.
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makes them challenging to study, especially for external
researchers (Aral, 2020).

In a widely debated experiment involving 689,003
Facebook users, Kramer et al. (2014) showed that a tiny
modification of the Facebook newsfeed algorithm sufficed
to slightly change users’ behaviors within a single week.
Namely, by simply removing 10% of negative posts on
the Facebook newsfeed, their analysis revealed that users
started posting more positive contents. Yet, Hohnhold et
al. (2015) also showed that it usually takes weeks, if not
months, to observe important user behavior changes on
Google search after a modification of advertisement place-
ments. These two studies, among others, suggest that
large-scale human behaviors can be significantly modi-
fied by what social media algorithms choose to expose
billions of their users to. Given the scale of the problem,
Milano et al. (2020) argue that society at large should now
be regarded as an important stakeholder of what social
media algorithms recommend.

This evidently raises important ethical concerns, espe-
cially in terms of political manipulation and misinforma-
tion, as will be discussed in the next section of this paper.
However, in most of this paper, we will mostly stress the
fact that social media should also be regarded as an urgent
opportunity to be seized by global health actors. Indeed,
for many diseases, including obesity, COVID-19 and men-
tal health, the information that patients are exposed to
and the habits that they adopt are arguably some of the
best available treatments. In fact, many health agencies
have already massively invested, or are asked to mas-
sively invest, in public service announcements to mitigate
these diseases (Nestle and Jacobson, 2000; COCONEL
Group, 2020). Yet, such announcements have arguably
failed to fully take advantage of the opportunities offered
by social media.

In this paper, we argue that it is urgent that a lot more
attention be paid to such opportunities, both by computer
scientists and big tech companies, but also and equally
importantly by philosophers, doctors and public health
agencies. We believe that, to seize such opportunities, it is
critical for all of these entities to recognize the importance
of recommendation algorithms for global health, so that
added social and legal pressures are put on social media
companies. In fact, we argue that it would be extremely
helpful if, for instance, such entities could publicly declare
that making recommendation algorithms beneficial for
public health has become a top healthcare priority.

We also present partial solutions to improve global
health through recommendation algorithms, and call for
further academic efforts to research, test, audit, analyze,
question, correct, develop, secure, legislate, debate and
deploy such solutions. Clearly, this is no easy task, but
this is why massive efforts should be invested in research-
ing solutions as soon as possible; and why advocating
for the importance of recommendation algorithms seems
extremely helpful.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
discuss the scale of the infodemic and why it is still ar-
guably a neglected aspect of public health despite recent
efforts. In Section 3, we develop an argument on how
quality information can and should be used as a medical
intervention. In Section 4, we review the impact large
scale information systems could have on mental health.
In Section 5, we present a series of easily implementable

solutions. We conclude in Section 6.

Infodemic

A blend of information and epidemic, the term infodemic
gained popularity during the ongoing COVID-19 pan-
demic2 (Galloti et al., 2020) as misinformation campaigns
around the disease gained momentum. The WHO, the
UN, the UNICEF, the UNDP, the UNESCO, the UNAIDS,
the ITU, the UN Global Pulse and the IFRC3 (Joint State-
ment, 2020) started dedicating special efforts to battle the
infodemic. In particular, WHO hosts a page dedicated to
COVID-19 misinformation4.

But the infodemic did not begin during the COVID-
19 crisis. For instance, vaccine hesitancy gained enough
ground that the WHO listed it (WHO, 2019) among its top
ten public health crises as of January 2019 (one year be-
fore the COVID-19 outbreak). Johnson et al. (2020), after
analysing discussion groups involving 100 million Face-
book users, warns that their “theoretical framework re-
produces the recent explosive growth in anti-vaccination
views, and predicts that these views will dominate [the
public opinion landscape] in a decade”.

Misinformation also affects other areas of medicine,
such as cancer (Loeb et al., 2019), alternative medicine
(Collier, 2018) or nutrition (Myrick and Erlichman, 2020).
Disturbingly, some influencers with misleading and dan-
gerous health information are widely recommended by
recommendation algorithms. For instance, despite having
been reported hundreds of times back in 2016 for danger-
ous misinformation (Schepman, 2016; Olivier, 2020), and
despite YouTube’s claimed will to fight dangerous health
misinformation, some YouTubers with misleading health-
related content have gained over 500,000 subscribers, and
accumulated millions of views in 2020 alone.

The COVID-19 pandemic has arguably made health
misinformation even more problematic, especially as pub-
lic health became all the more intertwined with political
agendas (Biancovilli and Jurberg, 2020). Indeed, Brad-
shaw and Howard (2018) report that there are already
important politically-motivated investments to bias pub-
lic opinion. Concerningly, Vosoughi et al. (2018) provide
evidence that some misinformation spreads much faster
than some reliable information on social media. Unfortu-
nately, such a phenomenon does not seem restricted to
social networks with recommendation algorithms. More
recently, the French COVID-19 conspiracy documentary
Hold Up went viral on Vimeo, and through sharings of ex-
tracts from the documentary on all sorts of social medias.
Its success allowed it to raise over 180,000 euros on the
crowdfunding platform Ulule, and over 150,000 euros on
the participative financing platform Tipeee. Machado et

2 An interesting but not so surprising fact is that the term itself
did not have its own wikipedia page before the Covid19 pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Infodemicaction=history,
a page which is mostly a redirection to the one on
the misinformation arroud the COVID-19 pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Misinformation-related-to-the-
COVID-19-pandemic.

3 “WHO” stands for “World Health Organization”, “UN” for “United
Nations”, “UNICEF” for United Nations Children’s Fund, “UNDP” for
“United Nations Development Programme”, “UNESCO” for “United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization”, “UNAIDS”
for “United Nations Programme on HIV and AIDS”, “ITU” for “In-
ternational Telecommunication Union” and “IFRC” for “International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies”.

4 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-
2019/advice-for-public/myth-busters.
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al. (2019) report a large amount of junk news on public
WhatsApp groups.

We stress the fact that misinformation need not be false
information, or information from “fake news” sources
(Grinberg et al., 2019). Factual evidence can deeply mis-
lead, e.g., by telling the story of an individual who sur-
vived from a disease after they adopted some alterna-
tive medicine treatment, or of a child who sadly died a
few months after they received some vaccine (Nisbett
and Borgida, 1975). In fact, even statistical factual data
can “lie”, e.g., because of cherry-picking (Morse, 2010),
misinterpretation (Kerr, 1998) or confounding variables
(Simpson, 1951; Wagner, 1982). And while double-blind
randomized controlled trials provide more robust and
reliable signals, they too are malleable and can be hacked
to provide misleading conclusions, as evidenced by the
reproducibility crisis (Baker, 2016) and as argued in the
case of drug testing by Stegenga (2018). This has led to
harsh criticisms of today’s dominant null hypothesis statis-
tical test method (Amrhein et al., 2019), and a call for the
research, development and use of more reliable statistical
approaches and ways of phrasing research conclusions
(Wasserstein et al., 2019).

Given the political motivations and financial incen-
tives to spread some information rather than others (Ka-
han et al., 2013), and the cost of thorough fact checking, of
sound reasoning, of exhaustive literature surveying and
of querying multiple experts, in the absence of quality
human or algorithmic content moderation, it seems that
low quality information should be expected to dominate
(Aral, 2020). This raises serious concerns for global health.
It seems urgent to promote a lot more quality health infor-
mation. Interestingly, recommendation algorithms could
be a formidable asset to do so.

But reliable information about disease prevention and
treatment may not be what is most urgent to recommend.
Interestingly, the Healthy People 2030 project by the US
Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion added "at-
taining health literacy" as one of its foundational princi-
ples and overarching goals (ODPHP, 2017). They defined
health literacy as "people’s capacities to find, understand,
and use health information and services for informed de-
cisions and actions". But attaining such health literacy
requires repeated exposures to quality pedagogical ex-
planations of what a reliable information search entails.
Unfortunately, such explanations are currently mostly
drowned within a flood of junk news. The help of rec-
ommendation algorithms to dig out and promote such
pedagogical contents seems essential.

Overall, instead of merely a threat, the predominance
of recommendation algorithms could also be regarded as
a great opportunity to drastically improve global health
information; which could then drastically improve global
health. Unfortunately, thus far, the enormous poten-
tial of recommendation algorithms to do good seems
very neglected (Hoang, 2020a). Typically, the Netflix
documentary The Social Dilemma depicts a very nega-
tive view on recommendation algorithms, and barely
suggests that they could be a powerful asset to do a
vast amount of good. It seems urgent to also under-
line the great public health opportunity offered by rec-
ommendation algorithms, if designed at least partly
to improve global health.

Quality Information Saves Lives

Perhaps no story highlights the importance of quality sci-
ence information better than Ignaz Semmelweis’ failure to
convince his colleagues of the importance of hygiene. In
the 1840s, Semmelweis imposed a hand-washing policy
in his clinic, before delivering babies. He then observed a
drastic reduction of the childbed fever death rate of the
new mothers. Semmelweis had discovered the stagger-
ing effectiveness of hygiene. Unfortunately, Semmelweis
failed to communicate his findings effectively. Instead, he
presented flawed explanations5 (Tulodziecki, 2013). After
years of rejections, Semmelweis became increasingly an-
gry and even accused some of his colleagues of murder
(Dykes, 2016). This led to a failure to standardize hygiene.

But producing quality information is merely the first
necessary step. To exploit this information, it then needs
to be effectively communicated. The COVID-19 pandemic
arguably illustrates some failures to communicate qual-
ity information effectively. Indeed, before sufficiently
compelling data allowed to conclude which COVID-19
vaccine should be widely approved and recommended
(Zimmer, 2020), the best treatment available was arguably
prevention through adequate behaviors. This includes
hygiene, physical distancing and wearing masks, as well
as the acceptance of more drastic measures such as trac-
ing, isolating and lockdown. Arguably, there is a lot of
room for improvement on this front, especially in Western
countries.

The importance of quality communication has been
long recognized for other health concerns, such as ad-
dictions, nutrition or lack of physical exercise, among
others. Regulations forced tobacco and alcohol industries
to include a warning against risks in their advertisements,
while massive investments have been made to promote
healthier diets6. In France, the slogans “eat five fruits
and vegetables per day” or “antibiotics should not be
[automatically self-prescribed]” have been memorized by
millions of individuals.

Unfortunately, the effectiveness of such communica-
tions is unclear. In fact, Werle and Cuny (2012) designed
a randomized controlled trial, whose results revealed a
negative effect of the spots “eat five fruits and vegetables
per day” on teenagers’ food consumption. The authors
suggest that broadcasting such spots after an advertise-
ment for unhealthy hedonic food seems to have increased
the acceptability of the hedonic food. More generally, we
should not exclude the possibility that clear and factual
messages backfire, especially if they aim to affect the au-
dience’s beliefs or behavior. Vogelsanger (2018) shares
similar concerns in the context of “climate preaching”,
which may appear accusatory to climate denialists and
reinforce their denial.

More generally, determining what makes a message
effective is arguably a very challenging research endeavor.
Garcia-Retamero and Cokely (2017) found notable dif-
ferences between the effectiveness of infographics, and

5 In particular, Tulodziecki (2013) argues that Semmelweise put too much
emphasis on cadaveric material being the only cause of childbed fever.
Yet this claim was inconsistent with childbed fever in hospitals and with
the seasonality of childbed fever, which is why Semmelweis’ views got
rejected by his colleagues.

6 While anecdotal, the video below shows Amazon’s Alexa algorithm
recommending fast food twice to a hungry user. Billions of users
of Alexa, OK Google or Siri may be nudged towards unhealthy
or healthy food, because of the way such algorithms are designed.
https://twitter.com/so_sroy/status/1325392314739662850
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showed notable differences. Crucially, when such mes-
sages are spread at scale, even a 1% difference in, say, user
engagement, ends up having a huge impact.

What makes this line of research all the more challeng-
ing is that the reception of a message may strongly de-
pend on the recipient’s world view. Concerningly, Kahan
et al. (2013) showed that politically motivated reasoning
could make individuals diverge in their analysis of uni-
vocal but tricky numerical data. This means that a purely
factual piece of information can be misleading for a sub-
population. Curiously, even the individuals who are more
scientifically educated, often failed to correctly analyze
the data if the data contradicted their intuitions; in fact, in
such a case, educated individuals then performed just as
poorly as uneducated individuals. Intriguingly, however,
Kahan et al. (2017) later found out that, as opposed to
intelligence and data, scientific curiosity seems to success-
fully make individuals with diverging political identities
converge on factual considerations. More empirical data
on the effectiveness of different messaging to different
audiences seems critical.

Unfortunately, collecting data on the effectiveness of
healthcare messages, especially in their actual context
of diffusion, is extremely hard. But interestingly, social
media platforms seem to be in a particularly fitting posi-
tion to do so. Indeed, such platforms constantly collect
massive amounts of data about what contents users are
exposed to, how much time they spend watching such
contents, and what the users do after being exposed to
the contents. To research the effectiveness of different
health messages, it seems critical that health agencies
work with such platform providers. If done correctly,
major progress may be achieved in domains like obesity,
pandemic prevention or vaccination, especially if tech-
niques like multi-armed bandit optimization are used to
optimize the search for the most effective communication
contents (Berry et al., 2010).

Results from social psychology seem important to in-
tegrate too. Typically, self-affirmation theory (Badea and
Sherman, 2019) has consistently shown that individuals
were more likely to accept contradictory views if they first
affirm their values or successes that are not questioned
by the contradictory views. Interestingly, for instance,
Shermann et al. (2000) showed that subjects were sig-
nificantly more receptive to articles on AIDS risks, and
more willing to buy condoms, if they first underwent
such a self-affirmation exercise. The self-affirmation ex-
ercise consisted of writing an essay describing why the
subject’s most important value is so important to them,
and a time when it played a particularly important role.
Meanwhile, subjects in the no-affirmation group had to
do so for a value of little importance to them. Remarkably,
the fraction of subjects who purchased condoms went
from around 25% for the no-affirmation group to around
50% for the self-affirmation group.

Interestingly, experiments run by Werle et al. (2011)
also give evidence of the importance of customizing the
information to be communicated. In particular, the ex-
periments showed that, when targeting teenagers, high-
lighting the social risks of obesity seems more effective.
To make the experiment realistic, the authors tested the
effect of a repeated exposure to prevention messages in a
brochure containing diverse unrelated topics. They then
asked subjects to fill forms, and to choose a thank-you

snack. They found out that 65% of the subjects exposed to
the social argument chose the healthy snack, as opposed
to 55% for subjects exposed to the health argument. This
strongly suggests that an effective health campaign must
deliver several arguments and must customize the argu-
ment to deliver to the target audience. As it turns out,
recommendation algorithms are precisely designed and
optimized to perform such a customization.

Perhaps most importantly, recommendation algo-
rithms can promote important health messages at scale,
by reaching billions of individuals. Moreover, previous
randomized controlled experiments on voting turnouts
(Bond et al., 2012), positive messaging (Kramer et al., 2014)
and ad blindness (Hohnhold et al., 2015) have already
highlighted the effectiveness of algorithms at affecting
users’ feelings, beliefs and behaviors. Right now, this
immense power is not used for good, and arguably has
very undesirable consequences. If recommendation algo-
rithms were designed for good, their enormous impact
could improve the health of millions of individuals. Real-
izing this may change our discourse on recommendation
algorithms, and what we demand from them, formally or
informally. This seems critical to seize the opportunities
presented by recommendation algorithms.

Mental Health

In this section, we propose to focus on the particular chal-
lenge of mental health, partly because it has been recog-
nized as a growing concern (American Heart Association,
2019), and partly because, as we will see, the impact of
social networks on mental health has gained a lot of at-
tention lately.

In fact, on May 14, 2020, the World Health Organiza-
tion argued that “substantial investment [is] needed to
avert mental health crisis”. Depression and anxiety were
increasing, while many mental health services were inter-
rupted because of the COVID-19 pandemic. What is more,
the sudden isolation imposed by the lockdowns and phys-
ical distancing measures was increasing pre-existing con-
cerns about the negative impacts of technology abuse on
mental health — a trend that was underlined by the in-
creasing popularity of the term doomscrolling (Watercutter,
2020).

In fact, according to Heron (2017), suicide is a leading
cause of death among young people of age 15 to 34 in
the United States, second only to unintended injuries.
Worldwide, suicides add up to nearly one million deaths
per year. It is noteworthy that the exposure to suicidal
stories seem to increase suicide risks (Yıldız et al., 2018;
Chan et al., 2018; Swedo et al., 2020), albeit stories about
suicidal ideation without suicidal behavior may actually
decrease suicide risks (Niederkrotenthaler, 2010). The
former case is called the Werther effect, while the latter
is known as the Papageno effect (Scherr and Steinleitner,
2015).

In any case, Carlyle et al. (2017) point out that con-
tent with the hashtags suicide and suicidal trigger more
engagements than others. This suggests that (1) the In-
stagram recommendation algorithm might favor such
contents and (2) users may be incentivized, consciously
or not, to post such contents. This led the authors to con-
clude that "public health and mental health professionals
should consider increased involvement on this platform".
In particular, more research seems needed to better distin-
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guish the contents that will likely increase suicide risks
from those that will not, and to design algorithms that
will promote the latter over the former.

But such dramatic mental health issues are not the
only concerns to be had. Ironically, social media seem to
also create loneliness and depression (Hunt et al., 2018),
which increase risks for other diseases such as cancer
or Alzheimer (Cacioppo and Cacioppo, 2014). Anxiety
can also accompany the recurrent exposure to bad news,
while anger may result from repeated exposure to ag-
gressive opinions. In fact, according to Hubert (2014), in
France, 18% of middle school students declare themselves
victims of some cyber aggression. Jackson (2019) even
argues that the negative bias of classical and social media
may be causing learned helplessness, that is, users may feel
that many challenges are beyond hope, which may hinder
their willingness to do good. Finally, our digital experi-
ence may be causing a drastic reduction of our attention
span, as suggested by measures made by González and
Mark (2004) and Mark et al. (2016) on workers’ average
duration of online screen focus.

Interestingly, social media could be an important part
of the solution to reduce the negative effects of technol-
ogy abuse. As a starter, Eichstaedt et al. (2018) showed
promising results for depression diagnosis, which is well
known to be hard without social media data if patients
do not themselves decide to consult doctors. In particular,
while the use of social media seems overall beneficial to
users’ mental health, Holmgren and Coyne (2018) link
abusive scrolling to relational aggression and depression.

But social media could be doing a lot more. They
could arguably help users’ mental health by promoting
therapeutic contents, or by suggesting users to consult a
psychiatrist. They could help users nurture their curiosity
and their happiness, by favoring enthusiastic contents
every now and then.

Evidently, any attempt to do so will be filled with po-
tential pitfalls. It thus seems critical that such attempts re-
sult from a close collaboration between social media com-
panies, medical experts and health organizations (Gins-
berg and Burke, 2017), as was done for instance in Litt et
al. (2020) and Ernala et al. (2020). In fact, this is only one
of many ethical, technological and socio-economical chal-
lenges (Hoang and El Mhamdi, 2019) that need to be faced
to seize the fabulous sanitary opportunities provided by
social media. But such opportunities seem large enough
to justify massive investments to research, develop and
deploy potential solutions to meet these challenges.

Challenges and Potential Solutions

Given the limits of today’s algorithms, to combat mis-
information and promote quality information, it seems
critical to rely on the judgment of experts. Several systems
have been proposed, notably for fact-checking (Shamlo,
2018) or ethical decision making (Lee et al., 2019). These
proposed solutions reveal several challenges.

First, there needs to be a mechanism for assessing the
quality of experts to know how much their judgments
can be trusted. Second, interfaces should be designed
to collect quality expert judgments effortlessly. Third,
potentially conflicting judgments from multiple experts
should be aggregated into a unique recommendation de-
cision. And finally, such solutions need to be actually
implemented by the large social media companies. We

discuss below these challenges in further details.

Identifying experts
In practice, expertise is most often certified by the de-
grees the experts obtained. Frustratingly, few universities
enable third party websites to automatically certify the
fact that a given expert obtained a given degree from
them (Federal Trade Commission, 2005). Another com-
mon proxy to assess an expert’s expertise is to check their
publication list. It is noteworthy, however, that some plat-
forms like Google Scholar do not allow for easy scraping
of their data7 (Else, 2018), which arguably hinders the
ease to automatically verify experts’ expertise. We ac-
knowledge, however, that such proxies can be misleading
(Waltman and Van Eck, 2012).

Besides, no single expert should be considered per-
fectly reliable, especially when they are discussing topics
outside their domain of expertise. As an example, physics
Nobel laureate Ivar Giaever opposes the scientific consen-
sus on anthropogenic climate change. More generally, it
seems desirable to aggregate the views of a large num-
ber of experts, rather than to take the view of a single
expert for granted. One simple solution to do so would
be to accept any individual with an email address from a
trusted institution to register as an expert. However, to
which extent should a given individual be regarded as an
expert, especially on transdisciplinary questions with a
moral dimension, is a question on which an agreement
seems challenging to reach.

Designing an adequate interface
The role of the interface through which expert judgments
are queried is arguably a very neglected research direc-
tion. After all, experts are typically busy people; it is
often difficult to obtain enough of their attention to col-
lect inputs from them. An appealing interface, which is
effortless to use and which asks informative and yet easy-
to-answer questions, seems critical to get the most out of
experts.

One interesting proposal by Noothigattu et al. (2017)
and by Lee et al. (2019) is to rely on comparison-based
judgments. In this framework, the expert is repeatedly
asked to choose one of two options. Social comparison
theory (Festinger, 1954) argues that this better fits our
natural judgment process. This can also avoid boundary
effects, e.g. when users tend to give a maximal rating
to too many items. Interestingly, the Bradley and Terry
(1952) model allows to infer scores from such comparison-
based judgments. In this model similar to the ELO system
used to rank chess players, if an option is systematically
preferred to another option, then the reconstructed scores
of the former will be significantly larger than the score of
the other option.

Aggregating potentially conflicting judgments
Unfortunately, we should expect experts to disagree on
many topics, as evidenced by the lack of consensus in,
say, moral philosophy. One solution to nevertheless reach
a collective decision is to aggregate individual judgments

7 It is unclear to which extent scraping is allowed by Google’s Term of
Service: "Google reserves the right to suspend or terminate your access
to the services or delete your Google Account if [...] we reasonably
believe that your conduct causes harm or liability to a user, third party,
or Google — for example, by [...] scraping content that doesn’t belong to
you".
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from multiple experts through some voting mechanism.
Such voting mechanisms are the object of study of com-
putational social choice theory (Brandt et al., 2016).

In particular, this field has highlighted the importance
of properties such as strategy-proofness, which demands
that honesty be an optimal strategy. This seems necessary
to incentivize experts to provide high quality judgments.
Interestingly, such aggregation of different experts’ opin-
ions also allows the system to be robust, because trust
wrongly placed in a particular expert would be compen-
sated by judgments from other experts. Some solutions
such as majority judgment (Balinski and Laraki, 2011) have,
to some extent, such properties.

Socio-economical challenges
Recently, the Tournesol framework has been proposed
by Hoang (2020b) and aims to combine all the partial
solutions discussed above. But even if a platform like
Tournesol successfully identifies quality contents to rec-
ommend, this identification will have little impact if it
is not used by actual large-scale recommendation algo-
rithms.

It is noteworthy, as well, that any intervention must
anticipate the risks of an exodus of social platform users
to other less moderated platforms, such as 4chan, Parler
(Culliford and Paul, 2019) or Bitchute (Trujillo et al., 2020).
To achieve this, the reliability of the content should not
be the only feature that should matter. It seems critical
as well that the content be engaging. More generally,
it seems important that social media platforms strike a
happy balance between entertaining users and delivering
reliable information.

While implementing such ideas may conflict with their
short-term priorities, interestingly, the social media lead-
ers have publicly claimed their increased desire to make
their platforms more beneficial to mankind (Wojcicki,
2020; Zuckerberg, 2018), which led to measurable im-
provements on their platforms, e.g., in terms of conspir-
acy theory recommendations (Faddoul et al., 2020) or
added snippet links to Wikipedia or WHO. This is prob-
ably helped by increased social pressure and regulation
threats.

However, to achieve more, additional support from
health organizations seems greatly desirable. If they pub-
licly declare that making recommendation algorithms
robustly beneficial is a top global health priority, then we
may expect an important increase of public and private
investments in this research direction. Assuming that a
compelling technical solution is then proposed, that social
and legal pressures are large enough, there might then
be a reasonable hope that such a solution will indeed be
implemented by these social media companies.

Conclusion

In this paper, we argued for the importance of recom-
mendation algorithms in improving public health. We
discussed how both misinformation and social network
addiction are public health challenges raised by these
large scale systems, which may be aggravated by rec-
ommendation algorithms. But it is noteworthy that the
absence of a recommendation algorithm, such as on di-
rect messaging applications, still seems to expose us to
such risks. Instead, we argued that recommendation al-
gorithms should be regarded as an opportunity to have a

large positive impact on public health. In particular, by
better identifying which contents should be promoted at
scale, provided that we could also convince or force large
social media companies to promote such contents, we
can vastly increase the reach of quality information. We
identified several aspects of potential solutions, as well as
numerous philosophical, technical and social challenges.

Our hope is that more computer scientists, technolo-
gists, companies, but also philosophers, medical doctors
and health organizations, will research and promote such
solutions as well, and that progress will be made to solve
such challenges. In particular, we hope to have convinced
our readers that it would be very valuable for the future
of public health, if public and private institutions could
publicly declare that recommendation algorithms have
become a major risk and a massive opportunity for global
health and treat these algorithms as such.
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